
Hair Coloring Part 2  

Hair Color Tips: 

1. Highlighting is a great way to add tone to monochromatic hair (jet black, pure brown).  

2. Beware of hair colors that have green, blue, or purple undertones, like “ash”. If you mix 

them with warm tones, your hair color will turn out green.  

3. The levels (one to twelve) you see on hair coloring boxes are the lightness or darkness of 

the color. Level one is black (darkest) and level twelve is light blond.  

4. “Complimentary colors” are opposite each other on the color wheel. Blue-orange, violet-

yellow, etc. If you want to neutralize unwanted highlights, choose the complementary 

color. For instance, red will cancel out an ash undertone, and an ashen color neutralizes 

any red highlights in your hair.  

5. Be sure to check if your hair color is a “progressive dye”. Progressive dyes continually 

add more color with each use. For instance, if you’re coloring blond hair black, your first 

use of a progressive hair color may not give the result you expected. However, continued use 

will turn your hair jet black.  

6. Hair colors, like perms, are chemically based so if you’re pregnant, be sure to check with 

your doctor before coloring your hair.  

7. Henna hair dyes are organic based hair colors that don’t mix well with chemicals.  

8. Stay out of the pool and the ocean after coloring your hair. Neither sea salt nor chlorine 

mixes well with chemical hair colors.  

9. Past hair coloring techniques often made it necessary to camouflage a “dye job” with a 

perky cut or a wig. Lightening jet-black hair meant hours of bleaching that left hair 

looking more like yellow straw than platinum blond. Towheads, who wanted a darker 
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shade, were often left with a gothic look before gothic was a trend and those looking for 

strawberry blond commonly got fire-engine red. Of course, modern hair coloring 

techniques made fire-engine red a fashion trend instead of a hair coloring catastrophe!  

10. Modern hair coloring techniques add true dimension to style right down to the natural 

movement of your hair. Highlights, twilights, and lowlights are just a few of the choices 

that enhance both your face and your hairstyle. In addition, hair coloring techniques 

include veiling and chunking.  

Types of Hair Coloring Techniques 

Highlights: Probably one of the first innovations in hair coloring, highlights brighten and add 

shine. Highlights work best in warm shades of gold, honey, amber, and reds and can be applied 

with permanent hair color or created with over-the-counter hair mascara, which usually wash out 

after one shampoo.  

Twilighting: When you want a lighter hair color to show a subtle change, twilighting is the 

answer. Twilighting tones down too-bright hair colors by adding a few darker tones. Twilights 

are closely related to lowlights.  

Lowlights: A hair coloring technique that adds real depth to hair color. Like twilights, low lights 

add darker tones and soften the look of over-lightened hair or add dimension to hair color that 

looks flat. A skilled stylist can weave up to three different colors into your hair by pulling a few 

strands here and there through a weave cap for a subtle look or foiling chunks of your hair for a 

dramatic, trendy look.  
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Veiling: Brightens and enhances old flat hair color by applying a semi-permanent glaze in a 

richer tone over a permanent shade.  

Chunking: Takes large, random sections of hair and infuses them with new color. Chunking is a 

hair coloring technique that gives dramatic impact to your hairstyle, often by adding bright, 

trendy colors to natural hair color.  

Hair Coloring Technique Processes 

Weave caps: Used most often in highlighting, twilighting, and lowlighting, your stylist pulls 

small strands through holes in the weave cap. The effect is usually a subtle change that enhances 

your basic hair color. Highlighting with a weave cap also helps to camouflage gray or roots 

growing back after a permanent hair color application.  

Foiling: Your stylist places sections of hair onto rectangular sheets of foil and applies color or 

lightener, folding the foil to keep the color in place and away from other sections. Of all 

highlighting techniques, foiling can be applied closest to the root.  

Baliage: A great application for textured, natural curls, or wavy hair. Your stylist selects specific 

areas and hand paints them with color. This dramatic implementation of a hair coloring 

technique leaves you with a very “personal” appearance!  

It’s important to note that although kits are available for most hair coloring techniques, 

professional stylists have the skill that comes with experience. Especially for hard to color 

shades like gray, platinum, and black hair, it’s wise to consult a professional before you try a 

new hair color technique at home!  
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Hair Coloring Forecasts 
 

Expert beauty consultants predict that the trend in hair colors is moving away from dramatic 

color and back towards more natural colors and highlighting techniques. Yet, not everyone wants 

to blend into the crowd. Make your personality your first consideration in choosing a hair color 

or hair coloring technique that’s a perfect fit for you.  

• Are you sweet or saucy?  

• Do you like to stay “in style” with the season or are you a rebel?  

• Are you after the avant-garde or do you prefer traditional hair colors and techniques?  

• Are you comfortable in the spotlight or would you rather sit in the audience?  

• What hair color or technique really catches your eye and do you want to be caught up in 

it?  

Sweet and Saucy 

Highlight straight dark hair with a top layer of light-colored curls or curls in untraditional colors. 

Reverse the colors for a bolder, saucier look.  

Seasonal Hair Color Changes 

Fall and spring seem to be the most frequent times for hair color changes. In the autumn, we 

often make a change in hair color or style to forestall the winter doldrums. Then, the very 

freshness of spring encourages us to recreate a new image for ourselves.  

Although we like to blame the sun for fading hair colors, as well as summer sun-fade, hard water 

and harsh hair care products can dull hair color over fall and winter. Spring is a great time to 
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highlight hair with low-lights. Low-lights darken sections of your hair and make natural hair 

highlights sparkle in the summer sun.  

Keeping Hair Color in Character 

In the movie Steel Magnolias, Sally Fields remarks that her hair looks like a football helmet. If 

you’re wearing a helmet, put some kick into your simple do with hair color spice that 

compliments your skin tone and brings out the best in your facial features.  

Foiling with three or four tones adds dimension to simple hairstyles. Blend a rich color like 

eggplant, burgundy, or bright red with lighter hair coloring highlights to effect a dramatic change 

without being overly emotive.  

Hair Color in the Spotlight 

One-tone hair colors are making a comeback. When you want to make a striking change, 

consider coloring your hair jet black, going platinum, becoming a real redhead, or really going 

for the gold, bronze, silver, blue etc.  

If you’re not ready to plunge whole head into color, add a flash of color up front with bold 

colored bangs or make your personal color statement with just a tone or two to give your hair a 

hint of extraordinary color. Deeper colors add sizzle to dark hair and blonde colors, from ash to 

honey, add fire to lighter colored hair.  

Whatever hair color trends catch your eye, the diversity in modern hair colors and hair coloring 

techniques leave you with plenty of hair color ideas to shape your hairstyle and your image.  
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Tips for at Home Hair Coloring 

 

 

* Even when coloring hair with these organics, always remember the 
color wheel. When coloring hair, opposites don’t attract – they neutralize 

each other.  

 

Special Hair Coloring Tips for Long Hair, Gray Hair, Natural Curls and 

Waves 

Long hair: Four hands are better than two when coloring long hair. Get a friend to help you with 

at home hair color.  

The ends of long hair are more porous than the rest of the hair shaft. In addition, because your 

body’s natural heat works to speed up the process of hair coloring, start color application in the 

mid-lengths of long hair and work the color up to the roots and down to ends.  

If your hair is thick as well as long, because of process time, it may be best to color it in sections.  

Natural curls and waves: Experts generally advise against using permanent hair color on 

naturally curly or wavy hair. Any type of chemical treatment can impact natural curly or wavy 

hair. If your hair is already dry because of straightening or relaxing, the addition of more 

chemicals can result in worse damage. In addition, semi-permanent colors give you richer color 

that won’t fade like permanent color does.  
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Gray Hair: Hair turns gray or white when the hair shafts lose pigment. These shafts tend to be 

coarser and less porous, making it more difficult to set hair color. Before coloring, soften gray 

hair with a special softening shampoo or developer. Choose a color at least one shade darker than 

your expected result. Keep the hair color on your hair for at least 35 minutes.  

Healthy Hair – Hair Coloring Tips 

Shampoo that’s made for color treated hair keeps your hair color soft and natural looking. 

Regular shampoos can strip color and natural moisture from your hair.  

Install a water filter for your shower or bath. Besides frequently being treated with chemicals, tap 

water coming through old plumbing contains undesirable elements like rust that leave your new 

hair color flat and dull looking.  

Deep condition regularly – at least every two weeks – to restore moisture and shine to color 

treated hair. As roots grow out, a color enhancing conditioner will help your natural hair color 

blend with your color treated hair.  

After shampooing, always blot your hair dry. Don’t rub hair dry or wrap it in a tight turban. 

When using a blow dryer, dry your head– not your hair. Over drying hair strips it of moisture and 

also results in static.  

Never use a brush on wet hair. Work through tangles with a wide tooth comb, starting with the 

ends and moving to your scalp.  

Conditioners that you leave in your hair often contain sunscreen and help protect your hair color 

from fading.  
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Wetting your hair with bottled spring water helps to shield it from the harsh swimming pool 

chemicals.  

Roots grow out and hair color fades with time. Sometimes we’re just tired of our hair color and 

want to get back to natural, but sometimes we're met with a hair color calamity. Whatever our 

reasons for hair color removal, where there’s a will, today there is a way to return to normal hair 

color.  

First, if your hair color is over three days old, chances are you won’t be able to remove it. Your 

best option is to find a professional skilled in different hair coloring techniques. Besides 

highlighting drab hair colors, your stylist can darken too-light hair colors and offset hair color 

mistakes.  

If you’ve experienced a hair color catastrophe in the last day or two, if you’re prompt, the 

damage can probably either be minimized or completely reversed. Generally, hair color takes 

from 48 to 72 hours to set into the cuticle. However, because this window is so brief, before you 

begin experimenting with hair color removal, consult with a professional stylist.  

In addition:  

1. Even if your hair color problems are self-inflicted, good professionals are usually familiar 

with consumer hair products and are best equipped to use the right hair color removal 

methods. Depending on the product you used and the severity of the problem, your stylist 

can remove, offset, or blend hair colors to repair the damage.  

2. If your stylist made the mistake, she knows exactly what product she used and has a 

better idea than anyone else as to what went wrong. Most professionals will do 
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everything they can to keep your business and their good reputation. No stylist wants to 

be known as “the one who turned Judy’s hair green”!  

3. Unless you caused the problem, most professionals will make corrections at no extra cost. 

Just be sure to ask if they’ll “make it right” before you make an appointment for hair 

color removal. If they expect to impose an additional charge, you’ll be able to choose 

another option.  

Home Hair Color Removal 
 

Okay, your not-so-professional stylist tells you “there’s no free lunch, ya know.” Don’t throw in 

the towel just yet. There are both commercial products and other possible solutions for hair color 

removal at home.  

If your hair color problem resulted from an at-home application, start looking for help from the 

maker. Most major manufacturers have a consumer help line. You’ll find the phone number 

either on the box or in the instructions pamphlet.  

Oh sure! It’s evening, the help line closed at 5 p.m., and you work at 7 a.m.!  

1. Almost too simple to be true, but hot water sometimes fades chemical hair colors.  

2. Volume shampoos and gels are often designed to blow open the hair cuticle. Although 

they won’t completely remove hair color, they may speed up the process.  

3. Hot extra-virgin olive oil also may help strip chemical colors. However, do be careful. 

You don’t want to soak your head in boiling oil!  

4. Get out the scissors. A short cut can minimize hair color problems. Your stylist can 

suggest one that will camouflage old color with new hair growth.  
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5. Put on a scarf and head to the nearest open-all-night super-store.  

o The red in tomato juice may help neutralize green hair color.  

o If your hair color came from a product that was chlorine enhanced, a special 

chlorine removal shampoo may help tone it down.  

o A couple of hair color removal products are worth considering:  

o One ‘n Only Colorfix – Made to remove permanent hair color and may even be 

used to correct color in specific areas.  

o Clairol The Uncolor System Haircolor Remover – A semi-permanent hair color 

remover that Clairol says is gentle, quick, and easy.  

Tips for successful hair color removal:  

1. Always strand test before you try any hair color removal  

2. Deep conditioning with a low pH conditioner after hair color removal helps protect your 

hair as well as return it to natural softness and shine.  

3. Remember to protect your clothing from hair color removal products. Even tomato juice 

can leave a nasty stain!  

4. Precisely follow the directions on all hair color removal products.  

5. Do not use hair color removal products on henna. Henna is unpredictable and can leave 

you with unusual results!  

6. Keep hair color removal products away from your eyes. Don’t ever use them on lashes or 

brows.  

7. Don’t use bleach for hair color removal. Bleach helps artificial colors penetrate deeper 

into the hair shaft and weakens the hair shaft, causing even more damage.  
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Roots grow out and hair color fades with time. Sometimes we’re just tired of our hair color and 

want to get back to natural, but sometimes we're met with a hair color calamity. Whatever our 

reasons for hair color removal, where there’s a will, today there is a way to return to normal hair 

color.  

First, if your hair color is over three days old, chances are you won’t be able to remove it. Your 

best option is to find a professional skilled in different hair coloring techniques. Besides 

highlighting drab hair colors, your stylist can darken too-light hair colors and offset hair color 

mistakes.  

If you’ve experienced a hair color catastrophe in the last day or two, if you’re prompt, the 

damage can probably either be minimized or completely reversed. Generally, hair color takes 

from 48 to 72 hours to set into the cuticle. However, because this window is so brief, before you 

begin experimenting with hair color removal, consult with a professional stylist.  

In addition:  

1. Even if your hair color problems are self-inflicted, good professionals are usually familiar 

with consumer hair products and are best equipped to use the right hair color removal 

methods. Depending on the product you used and the severity of the problem, your stylist 

can remove, offset, or blend hair colors to repair the damage.  

2. If your stylist made the mistake, she knows exactly what product she used and has a 

better idea than anyone else as to what went wrong. Most professionals will do 

everything they can to keep your business and their good reputation. No stylist wants to 

be known as “the one who turned Judy’s hair green”!  
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3. Unless you caused the problem, most professionals will make corrections at no extra cost. 

Just be sure to ask if they’ll “make it right” before you make an appointment for hair 

color removal. If they expect to impose an additional charge, you’ll be able to choose 

another option.  

4. Whether you go for bold red, rich brown or a glossy blonde, color can update any 

hairstyle and make you look fresh.  

Hair Color Tip No. 1: How to Tell if You Should Go Darker 

If you think you might look better with darker hair, try this 

trick NYC stylist Eva Scrivo writes about in her book, "Eva 

Scrivo on Beauty." Since hair when wet is 2-3 shades darker 

than dry hair, wash your hair and while it's wet, put on your 

regular daytime makeup. If your complexion is brighter, 

Scrivo says you would look  

better in darker hair.  

Hair Color Tip No. 2: Brunettes Can Get Highlights, Too 

People usually associate highlights with blonde hair, but they work beautifully in brunette hair as 

well. Weaving in lighter washes of color into dark hair can help add definition and dimension.  

This amazing hair color on Katherine McPhee is a great example of ombré color You can get this 

gradient effect with the balayage technique.  
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Hair Color Tip No. 3: Bring Pictures to the Salon 

When getting your hair colored, it's best to bring pictures along. Just describing a color to your 

stylist won't always work because "Irish setter red" may mean something different to her than it 

does to you.  

Amy Huson, a colorist at the Marie Robinson salon, suggests in Allure magazine that you bring 

in 2 pictures to the salon, one that you love and one that you hate. "This way the colorist is sure 

to see -- not just hear -- what you want."  

Hair Color Tip No. 4: Highlights should be Multi-Dimensional 

The best hair color is multi-dimensional, never one-dimensional. A great big wash of blonde is 

boring unless there are darker and lighter strands woven within. For a good example of natural 

hair color, look at a child's hair. You'll see many different colors.  

When getting your hair colored, ask your stylist to weave in up to 3 different types of colors if 

you're getting highlights. Ask for both highlights and lowlights. If you are getting all-over color, 

consider a few highlights around your face.  

No. 5: Bronde Hair is a Gorgeous Alternative for 

Brunettes 

If you have dirty blonde hair, you can perfect the "bronde" 

look.. You simply get highlights and lowlights, keeping 
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your "dirty brown bits" but adding in lighter colors for variation.  

This first photo is a terrific blend of brown and blond.  

Hair Color Tip No. 6: Don't Get Highlights Just Because It's Summer 

Eva Scrivo writes in her book, "Eva Scrivo on Beauty," that women think they need highlights in 

the summer, but it's actually the reverse: you need highlights in the winter when skin tone can 

look dull. The sun will naturally lighten hair in the summer, so you can actually save money and 

skip the salon visit in those summer months.  

Hair Color Tip No. 7: Take Care of Your Own Roots 

You don't need to run to the salon to get your roots done as the gray hairs grow in. Almost 

everyone I know who has struggled with growing in roots or gray hair swears by Clairol Root 

Touch-Up as a quick fix between salon visits.  

This touch-up matches almost all salon colors and comes in several shades for redheads, blondes, 

brunettes and even women with black hair. Users who have tried this report the package only 

provides enough color for temples, part and your hair line. The package suggests keeping it on 

for 10, but testers recommend leaving it on up to 15 minutes if you have stubborn gray hair. 

Hair Color Tip No. 8: Can You Color Your Hair When Pregnant? 

Since everyone wants Jennifer Aniston to 

hurry up and get pregnant, I thought this 

picture was the perfect place to answer the 
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burning question, "Can I color my hair when pregnant?"  

The answer is it's up to you and your doctor. Many pregnant women color their hair using 

ammonia-free hair color, while others opt for highlights because when done correctly the color 

doesn't touch the scalp, at least not as much as all-over color does.  

Hair Color Tip No. 9: Got Fine Hair? Get Thee to the Colorist 

If you have fine hair, adding any color will give your hair body because coloring causes your 

hair's shafts to swell. If you have a good blonde hair base, you're best bet is to get highlights, not 

overall color because strips of color is much better than one-dimensional color.  

Ask your stylist about lowlights. Lowlighting means darker 

strands are woven into the lighter ones creating more depth 

and drama. 

If you use traditional foil methods for your highlights, keep 

in mind these are harder to care for once your roots grow 

out. Foil highlights require precision application, which 

makes fixing dark roots costly. However, if you go with widely-spaced, less structured 

pieces of color (called 'hair painting' or 'balayage,' touch-ups will be easier.  

You can opt for either full or partial highlights. Partial means the stylist sticks to the top part of 

your head, instead of highlighting all over. If you have thick hair, you'll want to go partial 

otherwise you'll be there forever. In summer, ask your stylist to color the hair that shows when 

you wear a ponytail. 
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Hair Color Tip No. 10: How to Find the Right Shade of Red 

When choosing a shade of red hair color, you'll want to pick one that's not only flattering to your 

complexion but also makes it glow from within. Not sure 

you want to go red yet? Why not try a temporary color. 

These come in the form of mousse, hairspray, shampoo and 

wash out in a few washes. Be careful not to color already 

treated hair yourself.  

 

To find if you can go red, you need to figure out if your skin 

has warm or cool undertones. Hold a piece a paper up to your face. If your skin coloring appears 

to be pink, you're a cool. If it appears yellow or olive, you're warm. Warm skin tones look best 

with all sorts of shades (except bright blonde). You can look great in red (dark, rich tones will 

counteract sallowness), however, cool skin girls should avoid reds because they bring out the 

pink in your skin. 

Once your hair turns gray it can be a hassle to keep it colored, which is why many more women 

are opting to go gray. In my gallery of gray hairstyles below, I 

explain how to properly go gray, how to dye your hair if you 

so choose (highlights are better than all-over color for blending 

in the gray) and how to wear makeup so your skin doesn't 

appear sallow. 
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